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Abstract:
The UltraCam-project created a novel Large Format Digital Aerial Camera. It was inspired by the ISPRS Congress 2000 in Amsterdam.
The search for a promising imaging idea succeeded in May 2001, defining a tiling approach with multiple lenses and multiple area CCD
arrays to assemble a seamless and geometrically stable monolithic photogrammetric aerial large format image. First resources were spent
on the project in September 2011. The initial UltraCam-D was announced and demonstrated in May 2003. By now the imaging principle
has resulted in a 4th generation UltraCam Eagle, increasing the original swath width from 11,500 pixels to beyond 20,000. Inspired by
the original imaging principle, alternatives have been investigated, and the UltraCam-G carries the swath width even further, namely to a
frame image with nearly 30,000 pixels, however, with a modified tiling concept and optimized for orthophoto production.
We explain the advent of digital aerial large format imaging and how it benefits from improvements in computing technology to cope
with data flows at a rate of 3 Gigabits per second and a need to deal with Terabytes of imagery within a single aerial sortie. We also
address the many benefits of a transition to a fully digital workflow with a paradigm shift away from minimizing a project’s number of
aerial photographs and towards maximizing the automation of photogrammetric workflows by means of high redundancy imaging
strategies. The instant gratification from near-real-time aerial triangulations and dense image matching has led to a reassessment of the
value of photogrammetric point clouds to successfully compete with direct point cloud measurements by LiDAR.
1. 2000-2001: DECIDING ON AN AERIAL CAMERA
1.1 Why Start a Camera R&D Project?
Vexcel Imaging GmbH in Graz (Austria, founded 1993) initially
manufactured, marketed and sold over 400 photogrammetric film
scanning systems UltraScan5000 from 1999 to 2005. By 2000
financial resources existed to add new products. At the ISPRS
Congress (Amsterdam) first digital aerial mapping cameras with a
large format were announced. Scrutiny of these products and an
assessment of opportunities from all-digital photogrammetry were
the basis for deciding in favor of developing a digital camera.
1.2 Assessing the 2000-Technologies
A review of patent applications reveals a plethora of ideas about
digital photogrammetric imaging systems. We want to consider
only technologies capable of producing “large format” images to
replace photogrammetric aerial film.
The Leica ADS is a tri-linear scanning system analogous to the
proposal by Derenyi (1970; see also Konecny, 1970), then
describing a film based strip camera, and later implemented in a
digital format by the German Aerospace Agency DLR (Neukum
et al., 2001). Leica had purchased that technology. The initial
product description was by Sandau et al. (2000), then Fricker
(2001). Limitations were (i) much increased costs vis-à-vis film
cameras, (ii) abandonment of the frame photograph and thus of
the familiar workflows, (iii) uncertainty about achieving a
photogrammetric accuracy at 1/10th of a pixel, and perhaps (iv)
constraining data acquisition to a mere 3 images per terrain point
and foregoing the opportunity of high overlaps and redundancy.

The Zeiss-Intergraph DMC produced a large image format by
assembling 4 separate image tiles that get imaged simultaneously
through 4 separate optical cones and merged by software. This
preserves the frame photo paradigm and thus the traditional
photogrammetry workflows. Hinz et al. (2000 and 2001)
described the approach and it was quickly evident that (i) it
lacked software leverage and thus needed high cost of goods; (ii)
the geometry relied on mechanical stability, not on redundancy
and overlaps; (iii) the radiometric performance would suffer from
a limited analog-to-digital conversion and high pan-sharpening
ratio.
The INPHO ISPRS-2000 Camera was presented at the ISPRS2000 congress with little technical detail, except for a patent
reference to Teuchert & Mayr (2000). This development was
abandoned in 2001. From it emerged a European multi-entity
CONPIE GmbH under INPHO-leadership (Mayr & Ohlhoff,
2004). A product never materialized.
Thus only two vendors offered large format digital aerial systems,
yet deliveries were delayed. Computer technology still was bulky
for very high in-flight data-rates and for operating reliably on
non-pressurized survey airplanes. The collected data sets seemed
forbiddingly large for space- and resource-constrained survey
operations both in the air and in small photogrammetry offices.
1.3 Inventing a Novel Technology
Vexcel found it worthwhile to search for a novel digital large
format camera concept that would (i) produce images as similar
to scanned aerial film as possible, (ii) offer software leverage to
support an end user price not higher than the traditional film
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cameras [thus at
a half the price for
f competing sy
ystems] and (iii)
assure geometriic and radiometrric excellence by
y clever design
rather than mechanical expenses. The search waas successful,
patent protectio
on was applied fo
or in May 2001 and
a a first
employee starteed full-time on th
he UltraCam-pro
oject in Septemb
ber
2001. The basicc imaging princip
ple is illustrated in Figures 1 and
d2
and various pub
blications (Leberrl et al., 2003, 20
005; Gruber &
Leberl, 2005, 20
010; Gruber et al.,
a 2003, 2008, 2012;
2
Leberl &
Gruber, 2003; 2005
2
a, b; Wiech
hert et al., 2011)..

Fig
gure 1:
The core idea off the UltraCam-tecchnology is the asssembly of one larg
ge
aerial image from
m 9 separate tiles im
maged through 4 separate optical con
nes
numbered 1 through
t
4 [at rightt]. At left is a view
w of the 4 linearly
arranged optical cones for the high
h
resolution pan
nchromatic image
ower resolution color
segments and thee 4 additional opticcal cones for the lo
channels. The ressulting large formaat image has 5 bands with pan-infraredred-green-blue. The pixel numbeers at right concern
n the UltraCam-Xp
p
model with 17.3K x 11.3K.

overlapss to support a “trriangulation” wiith good redundaancy.
Secondlly, the individuaal image tiles neeeded to be taken with
identicaal perspectives. T
The so-called “syyntopic” imagingg system
[“syn” = same, “topos” = place] ensuredd that these condditions
were meet. The idea is illlustrated in Figuure 3.

Figure 3:
Illustratiing “syntopic” imaaging. The individdual 4 optical conees “fire” one
after thee other at intervalss in time that correespond with the moovement of
the ccamera platform. Inn a typical aerial m
mission, a millisecond will
represent the aairplane’s move foorward by ~ 7 cm.

2.3 Supeerior Radiometryy
Digital rradiometry can ooutperform film.. At issue is one’s ability
to mainttain a 72 db signnal-to-noise-ratioo. This will resullt in nearly
14 bit off radiometric rannge and a need to assign to each color
channel a 16-bit numberr. And there is nno grain noise.
2.4 Simu
multaneous Infrarred for True and False Color
The film
m-to-digital transsition substitutess the 3 film-coloors redgreen-bllue by 4 digital ccolors red-greenn-blue- near infraared.
Consideerable automatedd image analysiss work is enabledd by the
additionnal infrared channnel, especially aas concerns vegeetation.

Fig
gure 2:
Stitching imag
ge segments into one
o large image is a core skill being
accomplished by
b one of two apprroaches. Above is the
t initial assembly
based on the overrlaps within the 4 separate
s
panchrom
matic image segmen
nts.
Below is a simulttaneous adjustmen
nt of all image tiless using their overlaaps
as well as the greeen color-channel. A complex consid
deration concerns the
t
effects of tempeerature on the defo
ormation of the ind
dividual cones. Keey
publications abou
ut stitching are by Gruber & Ladstäd
dter (2006, 2012) and
a
Ladstädterr et al. (2010)
.

2. ULTRACAM
M-REQUIREM
MENTS
2.1 Users Contiinue with Existin
ng Workflows
To ease the userr from film into the all-digital workflows,
w
imagees
were to be as sim
milar to scanned
d aerial film a po
ossible. The then
nestablished digiital processing workflows
w
were to
t get continued,,
avoiding add-on
n training and neew photogrammeetry software.
2.2 Geometric Accuracy
A
at ±1 μm
μ
In analogy to fillm, the geometriic accuracy need
ded to be high an
nd
stable over timee at ~ ±1 μm. Tw
wo consideration
ns were importan
nt.
First, assemblin
ng tiles into a large image needed
d to rely on

2.5 Digiital Systems at thhe Film Cameraa Cost Level
The phootogrammetric seervices industry operated on bussiness
plans thhat include the deepreciation of thhe film camera annd the film
processiing costs, all to bbe earned via aerrial flight projeccts. Digital
camerass already can be expected to become rapidly obssolete
along w
with all things diggital. Therefore tthe depreciation and
maintennance of a digitall aerial camera m
must be financedd by the
savings on film and film
m processing.
A reliannce on software ccan produce a soo-called “softwarreleveragee” to reduce the cost-of-goods inn the new UltraC
Camtechnoloogy. Functions ppreviously achievved by precisionn
mechani
nics and optics m
must be taken oveer by software annd
elaboratte calibration tecchniques [Kröpfl
fl et al., 2004]. Thhis can
reduce m
manufacturing an
and material costts.
M-D INTRODUC
CTION
3. 2003:: ULTRACAM
3.1 Suffficiently Advancced Computer Teechnology
Large im
mage formats annd high repeat rates result in dataa rates at 3
Gigabitss per second andd image data at innitially 350 Mbyytes per
photo. D
Desirable image overlaps producced thousands off photos
where ppreviously only hhundreds were taaken. By 2003 thhe TByte
had becoome manageablee in a modern phhotogrammetric office and
this mattched the needs oof a digital aeriaal camera. It mayy well have
been forr this reason thatt 2003 became thhe kick-off year for all
digital aaerial camera insstallations.
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3.2 The “Film-iis-Dead” Syndro
ome
The initial cameera introductionss in 2000 were tiimid. It was still
unclear why one should abando
on film. But by 2003
2
we could seee
nd of aerial film. This was greatlly doubted, even
n
and argue the en
considered overrly brash. Howev
ver, the many ad
dvantages of digiital
over film were increasingly
i
reco
ognized. As seen
n from today’s
perspective, waas a 2003-messag
ge of “film is deaad” the right
signal?
3.3 The R&D Project
P
and Sched
dule
The UltraCam was
w developed by
b a team that greew from 1 perso
on
in September 20
001 to ~ 10 persons by 2003. Ass much work was
contracted out as
a possible, however with a stron
ng concern that all
a
intellectual prop
perty on electron
nics, optics, mecchanics and
software would remain in-housee. The core in-ho
ouse teams weree in
electronics and software.

S and IMU-functtions into the cam
mera. Much of thhis is a
the GPS
result off faster and smalller electronics. T
Total weight of the
UltraCaam-Eagle at 75 kkg is nearly half oof the UltraCam
m-D, and so
is the sizze, going from 2 separate boxes to just one [Waas: one
camera, one image storaage. Now: singlee integrated deviice].
m UltraCam-D tto UltraCam-Eaggle
4.2 From
Figures 6 and 7 are illusstrations of the pproduct and technnology
evolutioon since 2003. Thhe basic assembbly of large imagges from
tiles is m
maintained. A coore skill is to undderstand how to achieve
sub-miccrometer accuraccies in a large im
mage fused from tiles,
invalidaating the need to work with largee CCD arrays.

ntracted out to Wild
W in Austria.
Manufacturing was entirely con
ments were initiaally accomplisheed by Schneider
Optics developm
and later by the Rodenstock-spiinout LINOS. A flying product and
a
full operation were
w achieved by
y April 2003, thu
us within 18
months and afteer an investment of about 12 person-years.
Figure 5:
2011 market s hare by aerial cam
mera manufacturer

A
E & FOLLOW-O
ON PRODUCT
TS
4. MARKET ACCEPTANCE
4.1 Number of Cameras
C
Sold
Immediately up
pon the product announcement
a
in
n May 2003,
Vexcel Imaging
g received camerra orders. The market
m
was eager
for a product meeting the requirrements specified above.
Customers trustted that the techn
nology would bee valid and that the
t
company would
d come through on
o the product sp
pecifications.
Deliveries starteed in January 20
004. The growth of the install base
is shown in Figu
ure 4. The market share today iss at 45% of all
digital mapping
g cameras sold gllobally [see Figu
ure 5].

Figure 6:
The im
mage format increeased from 2003 [U
UltraCam-D, 11.5 K pixels
across thhe swath] to 2011 [[UltraCam-Eagle, 20K pixels acrosss the swath].
The UltrraCam-Eagle is thee first solution witth exchangeable leenses so that
focal lenggths can be variedd in the field.

Fig
gure 4:
Global UltraC
Cam installations. The column for 20
011 differentiates
between large forrmat UltraCams [2
216 units] and med
dium format system
ms
UltraCam--Lp [48 units].

As shown in Fig
gure 6, the grow
wth of the image size from initiallly
11,500 pixels accross the flight path
p to 20,000 piixels in the mostt
recent product UltraCam
U
Eagle is taking advanttage of CCD
technology which advanced from a pitch at 9 μm
m to 5.2 μm.
Additionally, co
omputer technology also helped to miniaturize th
he
product by goin
ng to solid state image
i
memoriess and integrating

Figure 7:
Thee UltraCam-familyy of products and ttheir evolution oveer time.

4.3 The UltraCam G andd an “Orthophotto-Robot”
Microsooft has a need forr orthophotos innside its BING-M
Maps
locationn-aware Internet search engine. T
The continental U
USA with
its 7.5 m
million km2 shouuld be mapped inn ~3 years at 30 cm pixelorthos aand at an operatinng cost preferabbly at ~ USD 1 per km2.
This gloobal orthoprojectt may be the firsst transnational aaerial
mappingg at that resolutiion (Gruber et all., 2012). Part off this
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project was the development off the UltraCam-G
G with a swath siize
0 pixels. The Miicrosoft-internal workflow is
of nearly 30,000
automated to su
uch a high level that
t it may well be called an
“orthophoto rob
bot”.
nd Workflow-Pro
oducts
4.3 Software an
At Vexcel, theree existed in 2005
5/6 a developmeent rush towards a
full photogramm
metric workflow
w software system
m. This was halteed
by Microsoft wh
hen it stepped in
n as new owner. Instead, the
software develo
opment was refocused towards an
n in-house
workflow from the raw imagery
y to the finished 3D urban model
he BING locatio
on needs.
and orthophotoss in support of th
d and novel
With time, Micrrosoft-policy ulttimately changed
photogrammetry
y workflows beccame deliverablee products. Fully
y
automated aeriaal triangulation of
o highly overlap
pping blocks of
thousands of aerial photos became available in the
t form of the
UltraMap-AT software (Gruberr & Reitinger, 20
008). The
capability to intteract visually with
w large blocks of images was
taking advantag
ge of the Seadrag
gon software ind
dependently
available throug
gh other Microso
oft-channels (Reeitinger et al.,
2008).
The release of the existing in-ho
ouse dense matcching system as a
product has beeen announced by
y Microsoft in 20
011, so that finally,
the pre-2006 Veexcel-ambitions do become a reaality. Figure 8
illustrates the ro
oadmap as it stan
nds in 2012.

mpling Distances
5.2 Smaaller Ground Sam
Since thhe number of imaages no longer aaffects the projecct cost, one
can thinnk differently aboout pixel size. The choice of a ground
samplinng distance GSD is driven by thee need to map ceertain
detail, aand also to ensurre that automatioon succeeds. In uurban
mappingg one might havve relied on scannned film with a G
GSD at
perhaps 20 cm. With diggital cameras onne might want too go to 8
cm to obbtain flawless deense digital surfaace models withh clearly
delineatted roof lines, guutters, chimneys,, skylights, sidew
walks and
street deetails.
A film pproject for a 1500 km2 urban areaa at 20 cm pixelss had
previoussly been done w
with 150 aerial fillm images at 60//20
overlapss. It now may bee done at 90/60 ooverlaps at a pixxel size of
10 cm, rresulting in 3,0000 digital imagess.
5.3 Full Automation
The agee-old dream of fuully automated aaerial triangulatioon,
orthoph oto- and DSM-pproduction has bbecome a reality due to
higher ooverlaps and smaaller pixel sizes. High overlaps ssupport a
“super-rresolution” sincee every terrain point is imaged 10 times
and this redundancy rem
moves the noise in the resulting
measureements. A DSM no longer is creeated at postings at 10
times thhe pixel size, butt now at a single pixel spacing. T
The idea of
“dense m
matching” has arrrived (Klaus, 20007).
5.4 Coloor and False Collor Infrared
A stark difference betweeen traditional fi
film and current digital
imagingg is the ubiquitouus availability att no variable or ffixed extra
cost of aan infrared imagge channel. This has led to strongg advances
in 3D m
mapping, which hhas a perennial isssue with occlussions by
vegetatiion. Vegetation ccan be mapped w
with infrared collor.
5.5 Urbaan 3D Modelingg
The cruxx of urban 3D-m
modeling is the ccost per building, and the
level off detail. Dense m
matching at each ppixel and semanntic
D building modeels
interprettation of scene ccontents make 3D
affordabble and cause a ssurge in interest and applicationss. As
stated beefore, full autom
mation of façade-- and roof-maps relies on
high imaage overlaps, usse of simultaneouus 4 or 5-color bbands and
small piixel sizes (Zebeddin et al., 2006; L
Leberl et al., 20112;
Bimber,, 2010).

Fig
gure 8:
The original ground
g
based post-processing softwaare was denoted as
“OPC” [Officce Processing Centter]. With the adveent of Microsoft’s
Seadragon cap
pability, this morp
phed into the UltraaMap system. The
augmenttation by a dense matching
m
product is on its way.

6. PHO
OTOGRAMMET
TRY AND MIC
CROSOFT
The UltrraCam story woould be incompleete without a view
w of the
effect off Microsoft on pphotogrammetry and vice-versa.

O PHOTOGR
RAMMETRIC WORKFLOWS
W
S
5. EFFECTS ON
5.1 Increasing Image
I
Overlaps
An essential parradigm shift in aerial
a
and terrestrrial mapping
results from van
nishing variable costs per image. Along a flight
line, increasing the overlap from
m traditional 60%
% to novel 90% is
absolutely cost--free, but increasses the number of
o images by a
factor 4. Acrosss the flight directtion, additional flight
f
lines are
needed to go fro
om 20% to 60% side-lap, but thee associated costt is
only for air timee, not for the imaagery itself. Goiing from 20% to
60% increases the
t number of im
mages again by a factor of 2.
Transiting from
m 60/20 to 90/60 provides an incrrease in
redundancy by nearly
n
an order of
o magnitude. To
T use this increaase
the workflows must
m be sufficien
ntly automated to
o eliminate any
variable labor per
p image.

NG Maps
6.1 BIN
Microsooft’s mapping history started in ~ 1995. Initial prroducts
were Strreets & Trips, laater Map-Point, bbased on street vvector
data. Maapping-related pprojects includedd the TerraServerr
(undatedd), Encarta (unddated) and flight simulation. Thee advent of
the Interrnet has broadenned the applicabiility of Map-Poinnt to travel
planningg and directions,, and GPS positiioning resulted inn the
applicabbility of mappingg data to navigattion. However,
Microsooft’s personnel w
would not associate itself with
photogrrammetry. The a ssociation was sstrictly with com
mputer
vision aand computer graaphics.
By 20055, images startedd to augment thee street vectors, aand 3D
informaation began to suupport search. Thhis marked the trransition
from Maap-Point to Virtuual Earth with thhe idea of searchhing the
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Internet in a location-aware manner and possibly in an AR
[Augmented-Reality] environment. Virtual Earth was later
renamed BING-Maps.
Microsoft’s approach to address this new requirement for geoimagery was, in analogy to Google’s, to acquire an existing
company so that the skill sets missing at Microsoft in the imagebased mapping arena would be added externally. Microsoft’s
choice was Vexcel Corporation and Vexcel Imaging GmbH.
Today, the Colorado-location of Microsoft in Boulder has
morphed into BING Imagery Technologies and is the main site
for BING-Maps and the Global Ortho Project.
High quality aerial photography is essential to Microsoft’s
automated workflows for 2D and 3D mapping data. It is for this
reason that – contrary to pundit’s opinions [see Petrie, 2006] –
Microsoft has maintained its interest in aerial cameras for over 5
years and continues to support the evolution of digital camera
technology and products at its Austrian site. Additionally, this
Austrian site also delivers computer vision components and
algorithms.
6.2 Photosynth, Neo-Photogrammetry and MAV-Imagery
Photosynth had been a computer vision development via the
cooperation between the University of Washington computer
vision team and Microsoft Research (Snavely et al., 2006). It has
been developed into an operational service available globally
(Agűera y Arcas, 2007). The value of Photosynth has been
recognized, and organizationally it has been moved into the
Colorado Bing-Imagery Technologies team.
Photosynth is at the heart of a development towards urban
mapping by means of amateur photography. The designation
“neo-photogrammetry” describes the novel phenomenon of
citizen’s amateur digital photography, accompanied by GPSbased positioning, uploaded to an Internet website and serving as
the basis for 3D mapping (Leberl, 2010a, b).

second factor is the reliance on software in lieu of precision
mechanics, best described as software-leveraged hardware. This
basic idea, as simple as it may seem, required an innovative
approach to geometric calibration at sub-micrometer accuracies.
We have listed numerous other innovations that we consider a
prerequisite for the UltraCam success, ranging from high signalto-noise performance to real-time on-board software.
What had started out as an innovation in cameras now represents
innovations in photogrammetric procedures from full automation
via a vast increase in image overlaps and redundancies. One
thereby abandons “two-eye-stereo” by “multi-ray” geometries.
Arbitrarily configured sets of images will be triangulated without
any manual labor. Dense matching at every pixel produces a
super-resolved surface model not only fully automatically, but
also at an increased quality. Resulting data products can be
traditional orthophotos, but also more interesting data sets such as
interpreted computer models of the human habitat.
At issue is continued progress towards more automation, towards
broadening the image sources to include neo-photogrammetric
amateur imagery, augmented reality Internet-based applications
and miniaturization towards the ubiquitous use of handheld
devices and smart phones. Image blocks will increase to millions
of images per project and with instant updates of urban models,
along the “Rome-in-a-day” paradigm (Frahm et al., 2010).
The Internet in combination with the smart telephone creates the
new infrastructure for photogrammetric work, sensing, data and
applications. We are at the verge for photogrammetry to deliver
information about our habitat to everyone at all times and in all
places.
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